
Take A Stand 

Stand- Up Tote 

Supply List:  

Pattern: Take A Stand By Annie (available  @ Richland Sewing) 

There are two sizes Small and Large supply list given is for the small. 

Main fabric (body of case/tote, pockets) ¾ yard *****directional fabric is not recommended ***** 

Lining fabric (lining of case/tote, pockets) ¾ yard*****directional fabric is not recommended ***** 

Coordinating fabric (bindings, straps, handle, zipper pulls) ¾ yard 

Bosal In-R-Form Plus 1 package 18” X 58" (available @ Richland Sewing) 

Shape flex interfacing 1/8 yard (available @Richland Sewing) 

Mesh fabric 1 package (available @ Richland Sewing) 

Handbag zippers one 24” and one 30” double slide zipper or one package Sallie Tomato #5 3 yard  zipper 

with extra pulls (available  @ Richland Sewing) 

Fold over elastic  Dritz  1 ½ yards of 5/8” and 2 ¼ yards of 1” Poly Strapping 

Hardware  two 1” D-rings, two 1” swivel hooks, and one 1”wide mouth slider 

Thread to match fabrics you may need more than one color, depending  on your fabric choice, your main 

fabric maybe dark and your lining light and your binding a different color, you will want to accommodate  

these colors 

Quality sewing machine with foot and cord  

Standard foot, zipper foot, ¼” foot, microtex 90/14 or Jeans/denim 100/16 

Straight pins, wonder clips, marking pins, rulers, rotary cutters, & stiletto 

****Special Instructions**** 

Having your fabric quilted before class will save a lot of time 

Quilted Set A: Tote body --- cut a piece of both main and lining fabric 16” wide and 26” long, cut one piece  

of Bosal In-R Form Plus 16” X  26” Sandwich both main and lining fabric and Bosal In-R Form plus, starting 

with the lining, lay the lining piece wrong side against the Bosal In R lightly steam using a non stick pressing 

sheet on the on side to prevent from sticking to your pressing board (Bosal In-R Form plus is double sided  

fusible) then flip over, now lay the main fabric wrong side against the Bosal and steam smooth out any 

wrinkles then repress the lining side let cool. 

Quilted Set B: Ends, pockets A and B--- cut a piece of both main and lining 16” wide and 26” long, cut one 

piece Bosal In-R Form Plus 16” X 26”,sandwich in the same manor as quilted set A . Quilt as desired (I 

quilted with a simple cross hatch 1” spacing  


